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New challenges for farming  
– a new opportunity for you
Farming is becoming more complex and so are our customers’  
requirements. Are you equipped for the new challenge?

Within the next decade there will 
be a significant opportunity for 

the most flexible, professional and well-
organised farming businesses.

Opportunity Agriculture – Oxford  

Farming Conference 2014

9 Billion 
The number of people 
who will require food 

in 2050.

850 
The number of people 

at Agrii working 
towards the solution.  

At Agrii we see this challenge as 
an opportunity. An opportunity for 
our customers, for our agronomists 
and support staff – for all our 
stakeholders. And we are striving to 
build a business that will lead the 
way into this next era for farming.  

We challenge you to join the agri-
intelligence revolution. 

Welcome to Agrii.  

The next five years will see unprecedented change 
in farming – larger units, a new generation of farm 
business managers, significant shifts in the way 

technology is utilised on farm, environmental regulation, 
changes to direct support payments – these are just some of 
the challenges that the industry will face.

In turn, the advice and services that farmers seek to help 
them manage their businesses profitably and efficiently will 
also change. A radically new agronomy ‘tool-box’ containing 
precision solutions, data analysis, soil management and seed-
based technologies will be required and will revolutionise 
the way that crop management decisions are made.

For companies that haven’t equipped themselves for this new 
environment, the challenge will seem daunting. 

But for those that have taken strides to renew and refresh their 
offers in line with the changing needs of the market place, 
there will be significant opportunity.

A business fit for a new  
agricultural landscape
Since forming in 2012, Agrii has worked through the process of integrating three 
companies and building the foundations for a successful 21st century agronomy business.

Agrii recognises that to keep ahead with farming, our 
business must constantly adapt and evolve.  Change 
is not always easy – but thanks to the positive spirit 

and professional approach of all our people, we have created 
a strong spring-board to the future:

+ Organised – Successful integration of three independent 
companies and establishment of Agrii in the market place

+ Local – Formation of three regional businesses and local 
agronomy field team network

+ Responsive – A lean management structure that listens 
and acts

+ Efficient – A new and successful model for farm delivery/
logistics 

+ Supportive – A comprehensive technical support resource 

+ Open – A new and dynamic IT platform providing 
agronomists with up to the minute data to service 
customers 

+ Innovative – The industry’s most respected R&D facilities 
and a decision support suite, that includes a leading 
precision farming solution

+ Future-proof – A national in-house seed capability 

+ Stability – The backing of a committed owner in Origin 
Enterprises

We believe that other agronomy companies have yet to 
embark on the challenge of renewal. At Agrii, we have built 
firm foundations and we offer forward-looking agronomists 
a sustainable and rewarding opportunity to forge successful 
agronomy careers.

Owned by Origin Enterprises Plc. 
Agrii’s offer is supported by a strong 
business structure, operationally and 
financially stable. With this support 
Agrii is able to invest significantly in 
the market and continue to grow in 
support of the changing demands on 
the agricultural sector.

Fit for the future
+ Fit for a new era of farming means systems and skills 

to deliver the latest industry tools and techniques to 
support farming. Agrii works closely with academic 
and commercial partners across the country and is 
at the forefront of industry efforts to develop, prove 
and employ the most valuable decision support 
services involving a variety of established and 
emerging technologies. 

+ The structure of the Agrii business is designed to 
empower our agronomists with access to decision 
makers, information and support.  

+ We have worked through significant changes to 
create a business that has a remarkable capacity 
and capability to serve our customers and our 
industry. It is our people who have driven and made 
this change and we invite you to join a business that 
is ‘fit for purpose’. 

 www.originenterprises.com

David Downie, CEO
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A place to forge your professional 
agronomy career 
Find yourself at the forefront of modern, technical solutions. Find data to support your 
decision making from the latest agri-intelligence. Find the means to develop your own 
agronomy tool – box. Find a solutions based approach. Find your future at Agrii. 

Unrivalled Research 
Agrii’s R&D focuses on potential future innovations as well as the ‘here 
and now’. This is to ensure we stay at the cutting edge of science and 
can help identify solutions for customers using all the tools available. 
We believe no-one else is approaching these challenges like Agrii. Our 
mission is to deepen links with scientific institutions to ensure we are 
working at the forefront of science. Over the last few years we have built 
strong links with research bodies, offering to be that connection between 
practical agronomy and basic research.

Every year we invest more than £1million in R&D to ensure that our 
skilled Agrii agronomists are always equipped with, and can swiftly 
communicate, the most up to date intelligence, innovative technology and 
expertise to their customers. 

Decision Support 
The potential for new technologies to help agronomists 
and growers cope with managing larger areas of arable, 
vegetable and fruit crops is immense and increasingly 
important with greater biological, environmental and legal 
challenges under ever greater time restrictions. 

Nowhere are the opportunities greater, perhaps, than with 
a whole range of services designed to support the most 
timely and effective management decision making; tools 
which harness the power of modern information technology 
to help reduce the uncertainty and guesswork involved in 
key management decisions by the most effective analysis, 
interpretation and integration of agri – intelligence data from 
a variety of sources. 

Facing the changing landscape of 
agriculture requires an integrated 
approach. Whilst it might previously have 
been acceptable to view agronomy, seed, 
crop nutrition, protection and marketing 
separately, today it is vital that these 
components work together to find the 
best solution for each farm situation. 

Unrivalled in the industry and supported 
by a leading team of technical experts the 
integrated approach at Agrii is ideally 
positioned to meet and address these 
future challenges. 

Give your professional agronomy career 
the best foundations possible.

Soil Management  
and Crop Nutrition
Balanced nutrition and soil management are the 
cornerstones for production of high performing arable crops 
and grassland regimes. This is why Agrii agronomists are 
equipped with the timeliest research, analysis tools and 
fertiliser products to ensure soils are healthy, productive 
and capable of supporting high output crops.

Crop Protection
Agrii’s crop protection portfolio is second to 
none, with access to the latest technologies 
from R&D manufacturers as well as essential 
building blocks from generic suppliers. Our 
commercial team work with our agronomists to 
provide flexible and competitive product options 
to meet the needs of customers and agronomists 
and logistics network ensure customers 
requirements are always met in a timely and 
efficient manner.

A Quality Seed Capability 
With rapid developments in technology, it is essential for 
today’s agronomist to have a quality seed component to their 
on-farm offer. Our integrated seed capability comprises fixed 
plants producing the respected Master Seeds range and a 
national fleet of mobile on-farm units. We invest significantly 
and work closely with all major plant breeders to identify 
promising varieties that could offer yield or agronomic 
advantages. Innovative trials on drilling dates, seed rates 
and management regimes generate unique information for 
Agrii agronomists and customers.
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Farmers needs 

Become more efficient  
and buy well 

Take on more Hectares

Increase yields whilst reducing  
the cost of production

Stay informed and make  
better decisions 

Improve targeting of inputs  
whilst managing risk

Build resilience in  
farm business

OUR PURPOSe
Add value and create prosperity 

for our farmers, growers and 
stakeholders

OUR viSiON
Entrepreneurial and innovative, 

competitive and enduring

Challenges in 
the agricultural 
market place

Agrii’s  
strategic 
prioritiesSustaining 

farming 
profits 

Make life 
simpler for  

our regional 
teams and 

agronomists

Agrii’s resources 
Experienced, qualified and 

local agronomy teams

Local and responsive distribution

Total input offer with precision  
agronomy expertise

UK’s leading seed brand – Master Seeds

Unrivalled R&D and local  
demonstration iFarms

Crop nutrition packages and  
marketing facilities

Forage and energy  
crop expertise

Always be 
relevant to our 

farmers and 
growers

Conduct 
scientific 
research  

that drives 
commercial 

value

Attract, train, 
grow and retain 

great people

Be world-
class in our 

communications

Volatility  
in crop 
markets

Larger farms 
and rising 

costs

Increasing 
resistance 
problems

Legislation  
& Greening

Common 
Agricultural 

Policy

Age 
profile and 
succession

Restricted 
crop 

protection 
portfolio
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A truly integrated approach;  
keeping your customers ahead
Joined – up thinking to keep your customers ahead of the game.

We are only successful as a business if we have 
successful customers – and that means equipping 
our agronomists with what you need to stay 

relevant to the changing needs of your farmers and growers 
and providing back up and support in a way that matches 
your professional approach.

This approach enables us to help you differentiate yourself 
from competitors on farm – with Agrii you will have greater 
depth to your offer because of the research we do (we call it 

‘agri-intelligence’) and broader scope of how you can help 
your customers through a more integrated approach (we call 
this ‘agronomy-plus’).

Working with over 20,000 farm business, servicing more 
than 1.4 million hectares of farming land, our agronomists 
are positioned at the forefront of this dynamic and exciting 
industry. Supporting our agronomists and your customers 
with latest science and technology, to meet these challenges, 
is and always will be the main priority for Agrii.  

Culture & values
We want to work for a company that does more than just look after itself.

Agrii is at a very exciting phase in its development. Following our work on 
systems, structures, transformation and integration, we are also focusing 
on shaping how our business behaves. We are developing the “Agrii Way” 

describing how we behave towards our customers, our people, how we take our 
responsibility seriously, and how our company will not only stay relevant but can 
lead some of the strategic changes that are taking place in the landscape in which 
we operate.

It is important to our people that they work for a company which takes its wider 
responsibilities seriously and invests in UK agriculture, the environment and the 
rural community. Agrii has a responsibility to “stand up for UK agriculture” on 
behalf of our customers and staff and we do this in a number of ways.

+ We take an active role in lobbying to Stand up for UK Agriculture in support of 
the farming way of life.

+ We support charities like the FCN and their work helping farming families in need.

+ We work to spread the word in our communities, creating business links with 
the education sector and non-expert communities.

+ We invest in a large number of training and knowledge sharing events to help 
our customers stay informed.

We stand for:
nnovation

ntegrity

ndepedence

nformation

ndividuals

mprovement

Our Customers
Agrii is a company that is easy to 
do business with, delivers great 

service and always looks to make its 
customers successful.

Our Company
Agrii is a company that aspires to 
be a leader in our market whereby 
we set the standards for innovation, 
customer service, value for money 

and employee satisfaction.

Our People
Agrii will support its managers to 

build enjoyable, interactive and highly 
motivated teams which support people 
and recognise the importance of team 

spirit and mutual respect.

Our Responsibility
Agrii is a company that takes its wider 

responsibilities seriously and invests in UK 
agriculture, the environment and the rural 

community in which we work.

The Agrii way: the values we aspire to

Agronomy is a complex challenge

+  Input Technologies 
Using technology to drive up 
performance

+ Soil Management 
Improving the productivity of your soils

+ Efficiency & resilience 
Minimising risk and growing 
sustainability

+ Coordinated growing 
systems 
Optimising the whole production system

+ Varieties & genetics 
Taking responsibility from seedbed  
to harvest

+ Precision Solutions 
Improved targeting of inputs and 
resources

With Agrii, you get the complete solution.
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Supporting you and your customers  
all the way 
Join Agrii; you and your customers will receive dedicated support to make the transition.

We fully appreciate that moving companies is a big 
step. But we really hope that as a successful and 
established agronomist, you will take that step 

and join us to build a new and exciting future for you and 
your customers.

You won’t just receive a warm welcome. You and your 
customers will receive dedicated support in the transition 
– our goal being to ensure that your customers quickly 
recognise the benefits of continuing to work with you with the 
resources of Agrii at your disposal.  We know it’s personal 
and you can be assured that we won’t rest until you and your 
customers are fully settled.

When you join, your Agrii Team Manager will be responsible 
for coordinating the following support:

+ HR Team – to ensure all aspects of your transfer and 
induction goes smoothly

+ Accounts Team – to ensure all your customers are set up 
on the Agrii system with the minimum of fuss and that 
input finance arrangements are put in place if required

+ Logistics Team – we understand how important it is to 
get deliveries right – our logistics team will ensure your 
customers details are set up appropriately and quickly

+ IT team – to ensure that you have the communications and 
computer equipment you require

+ Technical Support – we will set you up with immediate 
access to a wealth of information, including AgriiNet 
(intranet), AgriiPlus (an extranet for customers should 
you wish) and APS (our online portal for Agrii 
Precision Services) as well as ensuring you have the 
communications and computer hardware/ software  
you require

Should you wish, your Agrii regional general manager will 
be happy to make personal visits to welcome key customers. 
And we wouldn’t expect your farmers and growers to be 
disadvantaged in any way through transferring – so if soil 
mapping, farm software or other systems need to be updated, 
we can work with you and your customers to ensure this isn’t 
a barrier to them working with Agrii.
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Take the next step
If, like us, you are excited by the prospects of the next few years in agriculture and if 
you would like to take the next step to explore the possibility of working with Agrii, we 
invite you to get in touch.

Speak to us direct:
If you already know someone in Agrii and you are  
happy to speak to them directly, please do. 

Alternatively, as a first point of contact direct with the 
business and in complete confidence, please get in  
touch with:

Mark Thomas  
(Business Development Manager) 
Telephone: 07860 619571 
mark.thomas@agrii.co.uk

Speak to our independent  
Recruitment Consultant:
If you would prefer, you can make contact with Tom 
McCreadie on 07708 491557. Tom works with us on a totally 
confidential basis and can provide more information or the 
necessary introductions should you wish to progress.

Whichever way you choose, we very much 
hope you will get in touch and consider 
Agrii for your future.



Your Future is Ready


